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«as any action that aims to improve the status, power, or influence of an entire group, rather than that of one or 
a few individuals» Tajfel & Turner, 1979; Wright, Taylor, & Moghaddam, 1990
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fundraising campaign for Kenya of Sint-Joriscollege in Eindhoven, 2011.



A model of indipendent decision
making within Social Network in which
individuals have heterogeneous
motivation to partecipate, and networks
are defined via a qualitative typology
mirroring common empirical cotexts.

NEW MODEL



What can it offer?

Individuals do not make political decisions in a vacuum.

The role of the network structure.

Prediction of expected levels of partecipation across network types.

Distribution of motivation as a function of
network size, weak and string ties, elite
influence.



INTERDEPENDENCY

The more people who participate, the more likely it is that one will decide
that it is in one’s best interest to partecipate as well. This is a typology of
collective action.

Information exchange 
allows people to 

update their beliefs 
about the costs and 
the benefits inherent 
in participation, and 

so change their 
decisions.  

Network can also 
coordinate and 

transfer resources, 
which have an 

indipendent effect 
on one’s 

willingness to 
partecipate.



Networks transmit 
direct influence, 
changing one’s 
interest in and 

inherent motivation 
toward 

participation

social pressure 
encourage you to act or 
not to act 

- Fairness
- Reputation

The risk associated to movement, protest, and rebellion is reduced by
collective participation

->you are safer the more others join your actions.

SAFETY



Basic Network Dynamics
Model



ASSUMPTION

Individuals have varied motivations to partecipate.

Individuals adjust their desires to partecipate over
time, in response to the behaviour of those to
whom they are connected via local network.



MOTIVATION

DIFFERENT KIND OF MOTIVATION CONSIDERED:

• internal motivation

• external motivation



INTERNAL MOTIVATION

Net internal motivation bi
for each individual i, covers all potential motivations both for and

against participation that are independent of the participation of

others, from a driving need to effect social change to the

opportunity cost of missing work while doing so.

Ø b >0 Rabble-rousing types: always participate

Ø b<= 0 White blankets: never participate



EXTERNAL MOTIVATION

• Net external motivation cit
• for each individual i at each time t, covers all potential
motivations both for and against participation that are
dependent on the participation of others.



MOTIVATION

• An individual i participates at time t if and ONLY if

bi +cit > 0



Complex Network and 
Network Elites

Model



The model is dynamic, and each realization begins with the 
assignment of internal and external motivations to individuals, 
and their placement within the appropriate network.

NETWORK TYPE



MODEL

Now are studied more common and realistic types of network. 4 possible kind:

For simplicty they assume
that all ties between
individuals in these networks
are symmetric (undirected
NTW).

The Small World

The Village (or Clique) The Hierarchical

The Opinion Leader



SMALL WORLD NETWORK

The Small World network (Watts 1999) is
used here to correspond to modern,
reasonably dense cities and suburbs, in
which there are no exceptional citizens who
hold an inordinate amount of sway over their
peers. Individuals have substantially
overlapping networks, but each also has
some chance to influence individuals outside
these clusters.



SMALL WORLD NETWORK

. Very robust

. High clustering coefficient

. All nodes similarly central

. A distributed network



VILLAGE NETWORK

The Village network is similar the SMALL W.,
but more tightly clustered.
It is meant to mimic small towns, villages, and
cliques, in which everyone knows everyone
else within the social unit, and all exert equal
influence on each other. Only the rare person
who spans multiple cliques, acting as a
“social relay” (Ohlemacher 1996) who
possesses “bridging,” rather than only
“bonding” social capital (Putnam 2000), is
able to exert influence outside the unit.



VILLAGE NETWORK

• Very robust
• High clustering coefficient
• All nodes similarly central



HIERARCHICAL NETWORKS

Like the one described in Morris (2000),
the backbone of the Hierarchy is a series
of levels expanding exponentially in
width. Individuals are connected to one
person above them, and a number of
people one level below them equal to the
rate of expansion of the hierarchy.

-> power of elites lies in their privileged
placement at its top.



HIERARCHICAL NETWORKS

• Half way in robustness
• Few central nodes
• Low clustering coefficient



OPINION LEADER NETWORK

Most people have few connections,
while a few (the opinion leaders)
have many. A single parameter
determines both the number of
opinion leaders and the number of
connections each has. Simple
versions of such networks have
also been termed “star” or “wheel”
networks (e.g., Gould 1993).
-> power of elites lies in their
greater number of network ties



OPINION LEADER NETWORK

• Not robust
• Low clustering coefficient
• Few central nodes





SUMMARY OF MAJOR HYPOTHESES BY SIEGEL 2009

• Small World: induces high levels of participation, which spreads quickly via
a combination of strong and weak ties. In the strong motivation class,
increasing ties of any form increases participation. In the weak and
intermediate classes, increasing weak ties increases partici- pation only
when strong ties are not prevalent, and only to a point. The more strong ties
the network has, the more adding weak ties decreases participation.

• Village: Behavior spreads first within and then between villages, leading to
less efficiency and slightly less participation. Aggregate participation is
dependent on the weak ties between villages, which are more important in
prediction than is the size (number of strong ties) of each village. Weak ties
more often encourage participation than in the Small World.



SUMMARY OF MAJOR HYPOTHESES BY SIEGEL 2009
• Opinion Leader: N° of elites & degree of elite conformity in motivations are
more relevant than weak ties, network size, and even motivation class.
Increasing the number of elites tends to increase participation. Behavior
spreads outward from motivated elites to followers. When elites have
uniformly low/high motivations, there is little/total participation; Between
these extremes -> lower levels of participation than Small World networks.

• Hierarchy: similar to Opinion Leader NTW, BUT ties between people in the
same level (which are generally “weak” here) can alter outcomes when elite
motivations are uniform. When elites have uniformly low motivations, highly
interconnected followers can produce in some cases significant levels of
participation anyway (the “proletariat” revolt). When elites have uniformly
high motivations, highly interconnected followers can in some cases reduce
the level of expected participation to very low values.



The Small World network obtains less benefit from the
faster spreading of participation, and the trade-off is no
longer beneficial.

Adding weak ties is likely to have the greatest effect in two contexts:

• When connecting the population in any way leads to more participation, as in the strong motivation
class;

• When existing network ties are insufficient to spread participation.

*Weak ties can be very effective, in some cases more than doubling the rate of participation, but when
neither do, adding weak ties can be detrimental, leading to substantial decreases in participation.



In comparison to the two networks without elites, an Opinion Leader network in which
the elites do not have common motivations produces less participation on average.
Indeed, such a network is often worse at producing participation than completely
separated cliques.

Hierarchy tells a similar story: ithout intralevel connectivity the hierarchy does a poor job of
spreading participation, again worse than separated cliques, as clustering for the formation of
enclaves is minimal and pathways that could lead to behavioral spread are tightly constrained.
Increasing connectivity within levels increases participation rates in much the same way as does
increasing connections between villages, but to a lesser extent.





«As long as elites have uniformly high internal motivations
and a unique position within the network, their presence
encourages near-total participation across a substantial
range of network parameters. Diminish their power by
making their position less unique, however, and their
impact on participation falls rapidly. In the Opinion Leader
network this occurs at the extremes, when there are either
too few elites with too few connections, or too many elites,
some of whom now are not quite so motivated. In the
Hierarchy, this occurs when the proletariat gains too many
interconnections and effectively forms its own power
base.»



A strength of the model is its 
ability to predict participation 
levels, which can help guide 
social-capital-based policies. 
These predictions are 
summarized in the previous 
section. 

BUT the impact of highly
connected individuals must
necessarily be viewed in light of
other elites’ motivations and the
larger structure of the network,
and cannot be assumed simply
from one’s number of connections



When Does Repression Work? Collective Action
in Social Networks

David A. Siegel Florida State University

Empirical studies reach conflicting conclusions about the effect of repression on collective action. Extant theories
cannot explain this variation in the efficacy of repression, in part because they do not account for the way in which
social networks condition how individual behavior is aggregated into population levels of participation. Using a
model in which the population is heterogeneous in interests and social influence, I demonstrate that the extent to
which repression reduces participation, and the extent to which an angry backlash against repression increases
participation, depends critically on the structure of the social network in place; this implies the need for greater
empirical attention to network structure. To facilitate the model’s empirical application, I focus on broad
qualitative network types that require comparatively little data to identify and provide heuristics for how one might
use qualitative network data to derive quantitative hypotheses on expected aggregate participation levels.

Repression is the process by which powerful
actors attempt to deter a population from
participating in a collective action that threat-

ens them, such as protest, dissent, or rebellion. It is
perhaps most commonly thought of in the context of
state repression, taking the form of ‘‘disappearances’’
and imprisonment, poll taxes and water cannon. Yet
substate actors can repress as well, as when insurgents
target state collaborators, or terrorist groups target
civilians. Further, repression need not be immoral:
party whips, union bosses, and states facing terrorist
threats all have occasion to function as repressive
entities.

To limit repression when it is immoral, and to use it
more effectively when it is not, one must understand
when and how it works. However, even in the context in
which repression has been most frequently explored—
state repression—the literature provides no consensus
on its functioning. Indeed, studies indicate that repres-
sion can increase, decrease, or have no effect on levels of
dissent (e.g., Francisco 1996, 2004; Gupta, Singh, and
Sprague 1993; Gurr and Moore 1997; Hibbs 1973;
Lichbach and Gurr 1981; Muller 1985; Rasler 1996),
depending on context (Davenport 2007). To address
this indeterminacy, I present the first model incorpo-
rating social context that predicts how levels
of participation in a collective action respond to

repression.1 Mobilization in the model occurs via
interpersonal interactions mediated by social networks.
Effective repression, ineffective repression, and back-
lash are all observed, and the model’s explicit state-
ments of the contextual and behavioral factors leading
to these outcomes begin to answer the question of
‘‘When does repression work?’’

Consideration of social networks makes the anal-
ysis possible. A robust literature supports the notion
that individuals do not make complex and potentially
dangerous decisions independently of their fellows;
their decisions depend on considerations of safety,
fairness, reputation, information, and influence that
are fundamentally related to the actions of others (e.g.,
McAdam 1986; McAdam and Paulsen 1993; McClurg
2006; Ohlemacher 1996; Opp and Gern 1993; Snow,
Zurcher, and Eklandolson 1980). Specifically, this
literature indicates that people care most about the
actions of those close to them, those within their
social networks. This may be apparent in the domains
of fairness, reputation, and influence, but even things
like information or relative safety are affected by
networks. For example, many people might be dis-
senting, but how many are planted by the state
(Petersen 2001)? One can only rule out those one
knows and trusts, and these are by definition the
individuals in one’s network.

The Journal of Politics, Vol. 73, No. 4, October 2011, Pp. 993–1010 doi:10.1017/S0022381611000727

! Southern Political Science Association, 2011 ISSN 0022-3816

1The appendix may be found online at both the author’s website (http://myweb.fsu.edu/dsiegel/) and www.journals.cambridge.org/jop.
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Repression

Repression is the process by which powerful actors attempt to 

deter a population from participating in a collective action 

that threatens them, such as protest, dissent, or rebellion. 



Goal: ‘‘When does repression work?’’ 

• to tackle the collective action problem of why people follow 
their leadership and rise up, despite the clear risks and 
uncertain benefits.

• Repression: 
ØEffective
ØIneffective
ØBacklash

•



Two dimensions of variation in repression

• a continuous dimension corresponding to the strength of 
repression
• a dichotomous dimension corresponding to the technology 

of repression:

• RANDOM REPRESSION
• TARGETED REPRESSION

REPRESSION



PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSE

REPRESSION 
X 

NETWORK FORM

FEAR ANGER

PARTICIPATION 
IN COLLECTIVE 

ACTION



DIFFERENT REPRESSION STRATEGIES X DIFFERENT 
NTW

FOR EXAMPLE… TARGETED REPRESSION IN 
OPINION LEADER VS. VILLAGES



Change in OPINION LEADER Network Structure
under Targeted Repression

external motivations of their followers. All told, the
maximal level of participation achieved here is
under 24%, and a total of 36 people out of 200
were removed before participation was pushed down
to zero.

The bottom row of Figure 2 displays the change
in a Village network between the same two periods,
also under targeted removal. Here the structural
impact of repression is more localized. Where there
were once 10 villages of 20 people each, now there are
only nine. An entire village has simply been wiped off
the map by the repressive entity. Importantly, this is
not a consequence of the removal technology; tar-
geted removal is less likely to remove an individual
from a village the smaller is the village. Instead, the
steady destruction of a single village—amounting to
genocide if the village encompasses an ethnic
group—is indicative of the model’s dynamics. While
Opinion Leader networks spur action widely via their
leaders, participation within Village networks spreads

first and easiest within villages. As such, over half of
the 38 people removed from the network by period
100 all came from the same village, and destroying
that village limited the maximal participation rate
to 11%.

The contrast between the effect of repression on
these two network types is striking. Consider the
context of a repressive regime, determined to hold on
to power regardless of the cost in human life. In an
Opinion Leader network, a small number of leaders
each hold significant sway over a large number of
followers. Proregime leaders sit down when the call to
mobilize comes, and in so doing encourage others to
stay home as well. Antiregime leaders ignore the risks
and suffer for it, losing their lives. Their brave actions
do spur their followers on for a time, but without the
leaders’ continued support the followers gradually
return to their homes. To the extent that leaders of
both varieties are scattered throughout the nation,
the struggle and loss that the antiregime leaders

FIGURE 2 Change in Network Structure under Targeted Repression

when does repression work? 1001
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Change in SMALL VILLAGE Network Structure 
under Targeted Repression 

PERIOD 1 PERIOD 100

external motivations of their followers. All told, the
maximal level of participation achieved here is
under 24%, and a total of 36 people out of 200
were removed before participation was pushed down
to zero.

The bottom row of Figure 2 displays the change
in a Village network between the same two periods,
also under targeted removal. Here the structural
impact of repression is more localized. Where there
were once 10 villages of 20 people each, now there are
only nine. An entire village has simply been wiped off
the map by the repressive entity. Importantly, this is
not a consequence of the removal technology; tar-
geted removal is less likely to remove an individual
from a village the smaller is the village. Instead, the
steady destruction of a single village—amounting to
genocide if the village encompasses an ethnic
group—is indicative of the model’s dynamics. While
Opinion Leader networks spur action widely via their
leaders, participation within Village networks spreads

first and easiest within villages. As such, over half of
the 38 people removed from the network by period
100 all came from the same village, and destroying
that village limited the maximal participation rate
to 11%.

The contrast between the effect of repression on
these two network types is striking. Consider the
context of a repressive regime, determined to hold on
to power regardless of the cost in human life. In an
Opinion Leader network, a small number of leaders
each hold significant sway over a large number of
followers. Proregime leaders sit down when the call to
mobilize comes, and in so doing encourage others to
stay home as well. Antiregime leaders ignore the risks
and suffer for it, losing their lives. Their brave actions
do spur their followers on for a time, but without the
leaders’ continued support the followers gradually
return to their homes. To the extent that leaders of
both varieties are scattered throughout the nation,
the struggle and loss that the antiregime leaders

FIGURE 2 Change in Network Structure under Targeted Repression
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Results: Small World & Village: similar patterns

the intermediate motivation classes in a Small World
network, or the same two in a Village network. This
leaves motivation class as the culprit. The strong
class is far more robust to removal than the inter-
mediate class, even when both produce high levels of

participation absent repression. Participation in the
intermediate class is fragile, in that it depends vitally
on a comparatively small number of rabble-rousers
and other high internal-motivation types in the
network. Removing these individuals has a massive

FIGURE 3 Network Structure, Motivation Class, and Repression Technology
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as the rate of repression increases, the differences BTW different networks decrease. 



• networks that rely on very specific parameter configurations 
to achieve significant levels of participation  (opinon leader 
& hierarchical) are more vulnerable to repression. 



the intermediate motivation classes in a Small World
network, or the same two in a Village network. This
leaves motivation class as the culprit. The strong
class is far more robust to removal than the inter-
mediate class, even when both produce high levels of

participation absent repression. Participation in the
intermediate class is fragile, in that it depends vitally
on a comparatively small number of rabble-rousers
and other high internal-motivation types in the
network. Removing these individuals has a massive

FIGURE 3 Network Structure, Motivation Class, and Repression Technology
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(NOT) Unified opinion  LEADERS X type of repression

Target repression is very efficient only if leaders are not unified!



Low vs. high influence followers X type of repression
among highly motivated leaders

the intermediate motivation classes in a Small World
network, or the same two in a Village network. This
leaves motivation class as the culprit. The strong
class is far more robust to removal than the inter-
mediate class, even when both produce high levels of

participation absent repression. Participation in the
intermediate class is fragile, in that it depends vitally
on a comparatively small number of rabble-rousers
and other high internal-motivation types in the
network. Removing these individuals has a massive

FIGURE 3 Network Structure, Motivation Class, and Repression Technology
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Low vs. high influence followers X type of repression
among highly motivated leaders

the intermediate motivation classes in a Small World
network, or the same two in a Village network. This
leaves motivation class as the culprit. The strong
class is far more robust to removal than the inter-
mediate class, even when both produce high levels of

participation absent repression. Participation in the
intermediate class is fragile, in that it depends vitally
on a comparatively small number of rabble-rousers
and other high internal-motivation types in the
network. Removing these individuals has a massive

FIGURE 3 Network Structure, Motivation Class, and Repression Technology
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Well connected 
Followers possess significant influence, th
ey increase overall participation absent re
pression, helping the leaders’ message to 

disseminate
Yet higher vulnerabilty!



Introducing people responses….



Fully connected NTW: baseline model according to removal rate

the message here is clear. If a network configuration
affords the swift spread of participation, the mere
threat of an angry response to repression should be
sufficient to rule it out entirely. This theoretical result
matches that shown empirically in Kaplan et al.
(2005): Israel’s killing of terror suspects (who share
a network) leads to increased recruitment and sub-
sequently to increased attacks (participation), while
the killing of Palestinian civilians (more poorly
connected to the terror network) does not have this
effect.

There is one exception to this, however, and it
arises among network configurations that are robust
to repression. Such networks also prove robust to
things like anger and fear, as seen in Figure 4d. For
example, when the leaders are aligned against the
repressive entity, as they are in this network, even
added fear is insufficient to counter leader influence
and quell mass participation.

Application of the Model and
Summary of Results

In order to apply the model, it is first necessary to
identify the type of network. The degree to which
additional information is useful depends on the
network in place. Table 1 provides, for each network
type, a few heuristics for identifying the network and
its properties, and an ordered list of the relative
importance of additional information. In all cases
additional information refines predictions as to the
efficacy of repression and the level of expected
participation, but in most cases one needs only
network type and some idea as to the nature of
repression (strength or technology) to produce a
rough quantitative estimate of repression’s effect.
This is what drives the earlier claim that the model
has comparatively mild data requirements: one need

FIGURE 4 Network Structure Multiplies Effect of Anger and Fear

1006 david a. siegel
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Village: ties & anger

the message here is clear. If a network configuration
affords the swift spread of participation, the mere
threat of an angry response to repression should be
sufficient to rule it out entirely. This theoretical result
matches that shown empirically in Kaplan et al.
(2005): Israel’s killing of terror suspects (who share
a network) leads to increased recruitment and sub-
sequently to increased attacks (participation), while
the killing of Palestinian civilians (more poorly
connected to the terror network) does not have this
effect.

There is one exception to this, however, and it
arises among network configurations that are robust
to repression. Such networks also prove robust to
things like anger and fear, as seen in Figure 4d. For
example, when the leaders are aligned against the
repressive entity, as they are in this network, even
added fear is insufficient to counter leader influence
and quell mass participation.

Application of the Model and
Summary of Results

In order to apply the model, it is first necessary to
identify the type of network. The degree to which
additional information is useful depends on the
network in place. Table 1 provides, for each network
type, a few heuristics for identifying the network and
its properties, and an ordered list of the relative
importance of additional information. In all cases
additional information refines predictions as to the
efficacy of repression and the level of expected
participation, but in most cases one needs only
network type and some idea as to the nature of
repression (strength or technology) to produce a
rough quantitative estimate of repression’s effect.
This is what drives the earlier claim that the model
has comparatively mild data requirements: one need

FIGURE 4 Network Structure Multiplies Effect of Anger and Fear

1006 david a. siegel
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BACKLASH!!!



• anger and fear only generate aggregate backlash when the individuals 
most directly affected by them have sufficient ties to people further 
afield. 
• See also next case



the message here is clear. If a network configuration
affords the swift spread of participation, the mere
threat of an angry response to repression should be
sufficient to rule it out entirely. This theoretical result
matches that shown empirically in Kaplan et al.
(2005): Israel’s killing of terror suspects (who share
a network) leads to increased recruitment and sub-
sequently to increased attacks (participation), while
the killing of Palestinian civilians (more poorly
connected to the terror network) does not have this
effect.

There is one exception to this, however, and it
arises among network configurations that are robust
to repression. Such networks also prove robust to
things like anger and fear, as seen in Figure 4d. For
example, when the leaders are aligned against the
repressive entity, as they are in this network, even
added fear is insufficient to counter leader influence
and quell mass participation.

Application of the Model and
Summary of Results

In order to apply the model, it is first necessary to
identify the type of network. The degree to which
additional information is useful depends on the
network in place. Table 1 provides, for each network
type, a few heuristics for identifying the network and
its properties, and an ordered list of the relative
importance of additional information. In all cases
additional information refines predictions as to the
efficacy of repression and the level of expected
participation, but in most cases one needs only
network type and some idea as to the nature of
repression (strength or technology) to produce a
rough quantitative estimate of repression’s effect.
This is what drives the earlier claim that the model
has comparatively mild data requirements: one need

FIGURE 4 Network Structure Multiplies Effect of Anger and Fear
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If a network configuration affords the swift 
spread of participation, the mere threat of 
an angry response to repression should be 
sufficient to rule it out entirely.

With one exeception….



the message here is clear. If a network configuration
affords the swift spread of participation, the mere
threat of an angry response to repression should be
sufficient to rule it out entirely. This theoretical result
matches that shown empirically in Kaplan et al.
(2005): Israel’s killing of terror suspects (who share
a network) leads to increased recruitment and sub-
sequently to increased attacks (participation), while
the killing of Palestinian civilians (more poorly
connected to the terror network) does not have this
effect.

There is one exception to this, however, and it
arises among network configurations that are robust
to repression. Such networks also prove robust to
things like anger and fear, as seen in Figure 4d. For
example, when the leaders are aligned against the
repressive entity, as they are in this network, even
added fear is insufficient to counter leader influence
and quell mass participation.

Application of the Model and
Summary of Results

In order to apply the model, it is first necessary to
identify the type of network. The degree to which
additional information is useful depends on the
network in place. Table 1 provides, for each network
type, a few heuristics for identifying the network and
its properties, and an ordered list of the relative
importance of additional information. In all cases
additional information refines predictions as to the
efficacy of repression and the level of expected
participation, but in most cases one needs only
network type and some idea as to the nature of
repression (strength or technology) to produce a
rough quantitative estimate of repression’s effect.
This is what drives the earlier claim that the model
has comparatively mild data requirements: one need

FIGURE 4 Network Structure Multiplies Effect of Anger and Fear
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anger increases participation and fear decreases it, with the effect 
mitigated at faster removal rates 

if anger is strong enough, participation levels can be higher under 
repression than absent it.

Individual anger at local repression endogenously enables aggregate 
backlash. 


